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ABSTRACT 
The geometry of die asperities of contact between 

die two surfaces of a fracture and of the adjacent void 
spaces determines fluid flow through a fracture and die 
mechanical dtfonaation across a fracture, Heurittictlly 
we have developed a stratified continuum percolation 
model to describe ids geometry baaed on a fractal con-
miction mat indudes scale Invariance and correlation of 
void apertures. Deformation under tweet is tnaryaed 
using (oiiinrvMion of rock volume to correct for asperity 
interpenetratkn. Single phase flow is analysed using a 
critical pern along which dw principal resistance is a 
result of laminar Bow across tie critical neck in rids pern. 
Results show diet flow decreases wha apparent aperture 
raised to a variable power greater tfwn cubic, as b 
observed in flow experiment! on natural fractures. For 
two phases, flow of die non-wetting phase is likewise 
governed by die critical neck along die critical pea of 
largest aperture but flow of tie wetting phase is governed 
by tortuosity. Relative permeability curves shew strong 
phase interference at all sweatee and die crossover where 
die relative permeabilities of tint phases a n equal occurs 
M an invariant saturation of about 30 •arcant of dut wet-e™e e t s ^ e n i u p n ê eumBiumurheau w a V U ' V U H *^# npuaaa^uwa w uawn> ^WPV> 

ting phase. 

INTRODUCTION 
To isolate high-level radioactive watte in locks 

where containment must last diouiandi of years, k is 
necessary flrst to understand die lwcheafcel and hydraulic 
properties of a rock mass, bodi in die short term and die 
long term. Yucca Moumato to comrjcatd of tuffs some of 
which are porous and others heavily fractured. While 
saturated and unsanamad flow tiuough porous media is 
relatively well understood, such flow avouch fractures is 
not Fluid flow tinough fractures will be affected by 
changes in the stats of die effective stress in a rock mass. 
Stresses at Yucca Mountain could change at a result of 
die excavation and emplacement of watte or as a result of 
tectonic activity, including faulting. It is important for 
performance assessment to be able to calculate or predict 

multiphast flow tiwough fractures and the effects of 
changes in Kress, pore pressure, or pore volume on such 
flow. 

Fluid flow through a fracture it fundamentally 
different titan fluid flow tiwough a porous material. In a 
fracture, fluid flow occurs in a two-dimensional plane and 
rim amount of flow it coawoUed bv the anerture distribu* 
i v t v UBMearvaaww « t nuww MI annvnaMn'V^a e*J unwn> exujpvjvvuniv vaunvuannrmi 

tion. The ffwrrftttw flowpath geometry of a natural frac
ture arises because a natural fracture consists of two 
rough surfaces in partial contact Bstwten die areas of 
contact, ritere exist voids of various geometries and vari
able aperture. If a fracture is v ! **d under stress, dw 
fracture voids deform, which results in an increase in 
contact area, a reduction in void aperture, and a reduction 
in fracture void volume. Fracture geomeoy controls die 
flow of fluids through die fracture, die mechanical defor
mation of die fracture, and the propagation of seismic 
waves across die fracture.1 The key to understanding' die 
hydraulic, mechanical, and seismic properties of natural 
fractures is to quantify die fracture geometry and to 
understand how fluid flow and deformation propeiiiet are 
coupled dwough the fracture topology. 

The void geometry of a fracture will be influenced 
by die roughness of die individual fracture surfaces and 
die correlations between die two surfaces.1 3 Omer 
investigators have made measurements of fracture contact 
a r e a 0 fracture Aowpeth geometry,*-7 and site and distri
bution of fracture apertures.' The basic result of all these 
studies it that void geometry is variable in site and 
shape, snd die geometry of die voidt oauratines fluid 
flow dmugh the fracture and fracture dafbrmation. 

A standard approach hat beta to model fluid flow 
through a fracture as if k were between parallel plant, 
In this approach, fluid flow dwough die fracture is prc?or-
tional to die cube of dw aperture of die fracture ("cubic 
law"). Investigators have made meeturementt of fluid 
flow dwough bom induced fractures and natural fractures 
and found relationships between fluid flow and fracture 
aperture involving an exponent much greater man 
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cubic . 4 , 7 * 1 0 These discrepancies or deviations from cubic 
law behavior were attributed to variable void cross-
tection or 10 surface soughnm and flow path tortuos
i t y ' " 

MODEL DESCRIPTION 
Examples of the flowpeth geomewy in a natural frac

ture at three different stress levels are shown in Figure I. 
Ftowpaths (filled with Wood's metal) are while while 
contact area is Muck. At the lowest aires* (Fig. la) die 
contact area appears at isolated "islands" of contact At 
higher stresses (Figs, lb and c) maic areas of contact 
become "continents" win "lakes" of metal connected by 
filamentary tortuous "streams" of metal. These 
show that the distribution of voids and mmntt • 
heterogeneous, but correlaied. Thus, a void tit* has a 
high probability of being surrounded by other void aim 
and, conversely, a point of contact has a high probability 
of being surrounded by other points of contact. The 
images alto suggest that a fractal construction might be 
appropriate; the fractal dimension of the image in Figure 
1c is 1.94. 

We have constructed a stratified continuum percola
tion model to investigate flow in fractures and the 
changes in flow under varying stress. This approach 
incorporates the randomness of standard continuum perco
lation and and a fractal construction that reproduces the 
type of flow geometry observed in expe^iments. I 2• I ^•w• , 5 

A continuum model is used because the distribution of 
void apertures is continuous and there is no underlying 
lattice structure in a fracture. A fractal construction is 
used to i.;oi tome the scale mvariance and non-integer 
dimenn m of r'ow paths observed experimentally. 

To c -uct the flowpeth geometry a pattern is gen
erated by placing N random sites within an area called a 
nor. Each one of mate sites represents the center of a 
new oar which it smaller in tine than the preceding tier 
by a teak factor b. In each of the new tiers, N sites mat 
define the canters of yet another series of tiers which ate 
smaller man the preceding tiers by me scale factor bare 
again randomly distributed. Thlt process can continue for 
at many dan as desired. The final result it a correlated 
pattern. The pattern in Figure 2a represents a fracture 
under low stress became of the email amount of contact 
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Figure 1. Composite from micrographs of a portion of a natural fracture at effective 
stresses of (a) 3 MPa; (b) 33 MPa; and (c) 85 MPa. Wood's metal injection 
technique was used* 
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area. This pattern was generated using a live tier model 
with twelve points per tier and a scale factor of 2.37 
between tiers. 

Figure 2. A stratified continuum percolation model of 
void spaces in a fracture under low stress; 
(a) Black represents the flow paths and die 
white regions represent contact area, D » 
1.99; (b) Aperture contour plot of partem 
shown in (a) White regions represent con
tact area, and increasing shades of gray to 
black represent increasing aperture. Scale 
of contour 20 units of aperture. 

On the final tier, as the points are being plotted to 
construct the pattern, points will overlap producing a 
stratified pattern. The amount of overlap that occurs at 
each pixel of the pattern is counted and equated to frac
ture aperture (arbitrary units). The aperture distribution 
of a generated pattern is related to the density of sites in 
the construction of the pattern. Figure 2b is a map of the 
aperture distribution of the pattern shown in Figure 2a. 
White areas in Figure 2b represent contact area and black 
areas represent sites of largest aperture. It is observed 
mat the aperture distribution is also correlated; mat is, 
sites of large apertures have a high probability of being 
surrounded by other sites of large apertures. In this paper 
we analyse fluid flow and mechanical deformation of the 
fracture flowpeth geometry in Figure 2. This flow path 
geometry resembles that in Figure 1C and has a fractal 
dimension of 1.99 at aero stress. 

SATURATED FLUID FLOW AND MECHANICAL 
DEFORMATION 

Previously, measurements of mechanical displace
ment and fluid flow through three different natural frac
tures in samples of quartz monronite were carried out.1 

The flow through these fractures was divided into two 
pans; a system-independent irreducible flow and the 
remaining aperture-dependent flow. Figure 3 shows the 
aperture-dependent portion of fluid flow and changes in 
apparent aperture as a result of increasing effective stress 
(<W -d) on a log-log plot If fluid flow through the 
fractures were behaving as fluid flow between parallel 
plates (cubic law), the data would lie along a line with a 
slope of one third. Instead, the fluid flow data deviate 
from cubic law behavior and show a dependence on 
apparent mechanical fracture aperture much greater than 
cubic, namely, 7.6,8.3 and 9.1. 
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Figure 3. Fracture displacement versus flow per unit 
head drop after subtraction of irreducible 
flow for specimens E3S, E30 and E32* 
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To anderstand the deviations from cubic lew 
behavior of the field flow, we analysed b o * fluid flow 
and apparent apeimre of die flow 
erased from die suatitied continuant 
Fluid flow avouch tie geasrsted panares was analysed 
using am means of pcrcomtion tiurary far standard ran-
doai i oniaaiui pwrplatimi Statified continuum perco-
ladoo aad ataadard random coatiaaaw psrcolaiioa are hi 
the same aaivenaliry c a m 1 ' Thus, basic anaanriiinai aad 
equations from staadard random coadnaam percoladoa 
can be applied 10 aaratined continuum percolation. From 
percoladoa tiwory, flow tivouah a panara ocean mainly 
akMg a critical path and k is the critical neck along aids 
critical pan which domiaaaii Dm flow. The critical path 
tiiroogh the pattern is the connected pom of asghest npar* 

critical path. To rah"iilnen fluid flow tivough ma eknu-
Intad fracture flowpodii we aetama laminar flow la the 
critical neck; tint it, flow is proportional to die cube of 
die < 

neck, die apparent mtrhtnfrtil aperture of the pattern 
mast be determined In tint laboratory, dta apparent 
mechanical aperture of a fracture is determined from 
measurements of far-fleld dispeKoment acroes the free* 
tare. The far-field fracture diiiler litem inrVflut bom the 

account for die mechanical deformation of the points of 
iiatani. we used a enroth order approach by assenting 
conservation of rock volume during fracture deeorme-
tion.11 If die void space is reduced one unit of aperture, 
die material in dw asperities does not simply vanish'or 
interpenetrate into die opposite fracture surface. To 

redistributing die deformed asperity material across die 
whole cross-section of die fracture. Thus, die far-field 
displacement is not equal to aperture closure but instead 

upon die relative area of asperities.12 The difference 
between the initial aperture and mechanical displacement 
is often taken to represent dat apparent aaacMadcal free* 

Using die fracture geometry raprewneid by Figures 
2a and b as a basis, die far-field mechanical displacement 
was calf ulatail aseutning conservation of rock »t»ham 
during fracture deformation. Figure 4 is a graph of the 
apparent aperture and nut void aperture closure. If con
servation of volume were not applied, dnt apparent aper
ture and die void aperture ctoeure would be equal yield
ing die linear relationship shown in die figure. However, 
by assuming conservation of volume, a nonBaaar relation
ship exists between apparent aperture and void aperture 
closure. The amount of void closure is greater tmn die 

Void Aperture datura 

Figure 4, Apparent fracture aperture versus closure 
of void space for pattern shown in Figure 
2. 

amount of mechanical displacement, This results in die 
critical neck, being closed faster than die apparent aper
ture. 

The non-linear relationship between die mechanical 
far-field displacement and die closure of void aperture is 

flow dwough a fracture and changes in apparent fracture 
aperture (Fig. 3). If fluid flow duxwgh a fracture 
depended on she cube of die difference between die initial 
aperture, (d ,^) and raochanical displacement (i.e., 
apparent fracture aperture), titen die data would plot along 
die tine labeled cubic in Figure 5. However, if flow per 

of die critical neck but still as a function of apparent 
aperture, deviations from cubic law will arise. The devia
tion from cubic behavior for fluid flow darough a fracture 
is a result of die nonlinear reletionsldp between die 

comparison between Figures 3 and 5 shows t u t die 
nearly linear pan of Figure 5 at small flows has a high 
negative exponent as does tite curve for the experimental 
data in Figure 3. 

UNSATURATED FLUID FLOW 
We have also analysed UBsaearated flow in a free-

turned flow occurs when tiiere are two or more phases 
present in the fracture. Relative permeability of fluids in 
a fracture differs from relative permeability of fluids in a 
porous medium in t u t die flow paths dwough a fracture 
lie in two dimensions. We investigated the relative per
meabilities of immiacttie fluids in a simulated fracture 
geometry and considered die affect of stress on relative 
perrneebilities as do Frness and Tseng,1* This investiga
tion does not deal widi invasion percolation or trapping 
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Figure 5. Apparent mechanical aperture c y . - d a , * 
vanui flow for panani shown la Figure 2. 

percolation. Wa aBow tiw non-wetting phatt IO occapy 
tiw large voids and U M I M steady-tuna conditions when 
we caiculaw relative perim»bUitiet. The reeuhs froaa tint 
wuatufaMd flow ittvetiigntiQn a n hated en ten ttntnle* 
tiom of fracture flowpetii geometry, aU of wbick una a 
flv* tier mocnl widi twelve pohitt per dtr Mtd a i c e* fat-
lor of 2.37. A lepreteutetive pattern it tnowii in Figure 
2. 

Analysis of multiphase flow tivongh * aiaaaJatad 
fkauuam beafat bv saturating tiw void aoaca with tiw wat-
*anuwrvuntv invKaawa v j wuw^uueuaanhjgj m n v vns^rea <nm^mâ w ww w nearer « • » 

ting phaae. Ilia axai wotting phate it iuvoduced into dM 
laraest apertures and tiwn aUowad ID occaov nrooet-
annnnjnrure a a r e t tjuttnpuv uanuren ueaureai umrenr^^ret* ^rer *^ww*^re^j a ^ w t m a v v 

siveW smeller apertures. The pbeeea ere teeeined to have 
sfcm. At tiw non-wettinj phase b aUowad IMO smelter 
apertures, k evonnitlly f o n t a conascttd path waaa it 
occupies dw critical aack akMg tiw coanecttd padi of 
highest apaiufat* and begins to flow (Fig* 6a)* Bodi dia 
wattiag phate and dw non-wetting phatt dMa flow 
dvougJi die fracture. If tiw iion-wetting pbnae » allowed 
imoavaa renalwr apertures it will tventualry cat off dw 
percolating parti of dw wetting phaat which dam caatet 
to flow (Fig. 6b) and only dw non-wetting phaat per-

The first critical neck for dw wetting phete, which it 
also dw aunknum aparture along dw connected petit of 
Mghatt apertures, it oponble until k it occupied by ddt 
phase which then begins to flow. When dw non-wading 
phase begint to flow, tins phaat will always flow along 
dw critical padi fctfauif dw non-wetting phase hat bean 
%*lhMw^W*Jbfl £anttf% fluutn nnW n̂nknTtr nufutnfdjisnlB# *Rm*> n'Mutnt1 J*U)4#uVHhl 

neck for dw wetting phase it dw critical connection dut 
mtiauias a percoiating padi for dw watting phaae. It 
opcratet until filled witii non •wetting pbete, renting dw 
watting phate to cente to flow. 

In order to determine dw relative permeabilities of 
dw two phases k a fracture, relative flow of each phatt 

was evaluated. To calculate fluid flow through die model, 
a aeroth order approach is taken which includes only dw 
simplest dependences, which are: (1) dw cubic law 
describes dw local dependence of flow on aperture; and 
(2) dw two-dimensional critical behavior it included by a 

Figure 6a,b. Depiction of area of void spaces occupied 
by wetting phase (gray), non-wetting phase 
(black), and contact area (white) for non-
wetting phate in apertures larger dan (a) 
102 units of aperture, and (b) 56 units of 
aperture. 



• scaling law that describes changing tortuosity. Laminar, 
parallel plates (cubic law) flow is assumed for Said flow 
of both phases through the critical neck. Tortaosity is 
important only for calculating dw wetting phase permea
bility because, as the non-wetting phase is iettroduced, the 
wetting phase is robbed of its high apenase path or criti
cal pad), and its path becomes more tortuous as it retreats. 

The expression for wetting phase flow through the 
pattern is 

Q . - { b i t [a . - a.,,]'•») + (h»a [a . - a ^ j p ) , (1) 

what* 

w • waning phase 
c • critical 
Q - flow 
a • n i normaUaed with respect to the whole 

area of the fracture 
b - aperture of critical neck 
l o r 2 - flrst or final critical neck 
Tortuosity is incorporated into the expression for 

relative peisnaabiliry of the wetting phase (Eq. (1)) 
through a scaling tares, ( a w - a ^ y , when a is the nor-
maliaad area occupied by the waning fluid, a, is the nor
mal! stil critical area of she wetting phase at the percola
tion threshold, and the unonent t it a critical exponent 1 7 

The critical exponent, t, can range between 1.7 and 2.7 
for the standard random continuiaA percolation. We have 
assumed a value of 1.9 for she critical exponent This 
aquation applies mainly in die vicinity of the percolation 
threshold. 

The non-wetting phase flow, in contrast, is always 
dominated by die main critical pad) because it octupiti 
die largest apertures of the pattern. Tlttrefore, die tor
tuosity of die non-wetting phase doss not change widi 
increasing non-wetting phase saturation. However, the 
width of die ana watting phase flow padi doss change 
with increased non-waiting phase saturation and asust be 
accounted for in the relative flow enprseaion, The 
expression for non-watting phase flow (aw) is 

Q~-hi.iK.-S~i]- (2) 

The expression for the non-watting phase is simply a 
cubic dependence on npsttuta and a bnesr dependence on 
rhtagr in ana occupied by das non-waving phase. 

Assuming duu ant densities and the viscosities of dw 
two phases a n the same, relative paraasabuities for the 
two phases wen calculated and flnmil as a ^unction of. 
wetting phase saturation is shown in Figure 7. A rapid 

AWMIII PwfibHbiMy IIOHI Ton "••JWHS 
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Figure 7. Relative peraeabilitiei of die non-waning 
phase and watting phase at a function of 
watting phase saturation. 

decrease in non-watting phase permeability is observed 
widi an increase in watting phase saturation. For low 
saturations of wetting phase (around forty-five percent), 
tint non-wetting phase ceases to flow. The cross-over in 
jmiiHtaUliiim. wheu die permeability of bodi phases it 
equal, ocean at a watting phase saturation of around 32 
percent 

The effects of stress on relative permeabilities of 
fluids in a fracture was evaluated by applying stress to die 
generated patterns of fracture geometry and analysing die 
relative flows. Application of stress is viewed as a reduc
tion of all the apertures, an increase in dst contact area, 
and a reduction in dw void volume. We investigated dw 
effect of stress on multiphaat flow for three stresses 
which a n referred to by dw amount of aperture closure 
(S, 20, SO). A closure of SO units of aperture is about a 
titirdof die largest apertures in dw pattern. The overall 
afreet of saws is to reduce the relative parnwabilities 
(Fig. la). To iUueww the afreets of stress, dw relative 
pnrawaailhiai under stress have not bean normalised to 
unity but are shown relative to unit noraatliaad permeabil
ity at aero stress. The rapid decrease in non-wetting 
phase flow widi welting phase saturation is still observed. 
In addition it is seen in Figure tb that the cross-over 
point is essentially invariant widi respect to stress. For 
all stresses dw cross-over occurs between 26-32 percent 
watting phase saturation. For dtis model, titis leads to dw 
conclusion nut if dw percentage saturation of one of dw 
phases is known, one can determine which phase dom-
inews dw flow at any stress. 
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Figure la,b. Effect of Mttt (a) on reUdvt permeabili
ties fcr a reduction in aperture of 5 ,20 and 
SO unit* of aperture, (b) An enlargement 
of the cms-over region of (a). Tbeanowt 
indicate the minimum and maximum value 
of wetting phase saturation for die cross
overs in relative permeabilities as a func
tion of stress. The cross-oven in relative 
permeability are essentially invariant of 
stress. 

CONCLUSIONS 
Using a model based on a fractal construction, we 

were able to simulate die experirnetitally-obeeived flow 
path geometry of a fracture. The stratified continuum 
percolation model was used because me percolation 
properties are in the same universality class as those of 
standard random continuum percolation and, hence, this 
body of knowledge can be used to analyse fluid flow 
through a fracture. The stratified percolation model 
yields correlated aperture distributions. Employing perco
lation results and conservation of volume, we wen able 
to understand deviations from cubic law behavior that 
have been observed for saturated fluid flow through single 
natural fractures. Also, we were able » analyse unsa
turated Hind flow through fractures using the stratified 
percolation model. 

The relationship between behavior measured on 
small laboratory samples (less than a meter » dimension) 
and fluid flow through fractures in me field (with dimen

sions of perhaps Itikxnetsn) is not known. Clearly, this 
relationship needs to be established if die results of 
research are to have useful applications. Many 
phenomena in geology have been shown to possess a 
large degree of scale invariance over a range of dimen
sions such as thoee of concern here. Fractals have been 
used to describe these invariant properties. The scale 
invariance of flow paths and contact areas in laboratory 
samples of rock fractures over a scale of tens of millime
ters to hundredths of millimeters led us heuristically to 
propose a stratified percolation model based on a fractal 
construction to simulate the geometry of die void spaces 
between fracture surfaces. This construction has been 
shown to replicate many of the features of real fractures. 
The attraction of the model is two fold. First, it may cap
ture effectively those essential properties of the void 
space and contact ana that result from the genesis and 
subsequent mtiamorphosit of fractures » rock. Second, 
it offers the prospect, through scale invariance, of tran
sposing the results of a study on a laboratory scale to the 
field scale. 

Changes in fracture aperture at a result of changes in 
effective stress have been shown experimentally to have a 
profound effect on fluid flow. Clearly, this derives from 
changes in void space geometry brought about by defor
mation of the rock in the vicinity of the voids. In princi
ple, for given mechanical properties of the rock, it is pos
sible to calculate the changes in void geometry as a func
tion of effective stress. In practice, such a calculation 
would be computationally intensive and would require an 
unreasonably detailed knowledge of the void geometry. 
Again, die question arises whether or not a more simple 
model might capture the essential features of the 
phenomena involved. The essential process involved in 
the deformation is that the complex stress redistribution 
adjacent to die voids as a result of mis deformation does 
not involve any changes in the not volume of the rock in 
this region. Therefore, we chose to model changes in 
void aperture ao that the volume of rock would be con
served. The volumetric change in void space is distri
buted across the whole projected area of the fracture to 
relate it to changes in measured fracture aperture. The 
final abstraction involves the use of a critical path and a 
critical neck to analyse the resistance to single phase flow 
or the resistance to the flow of a inn-wetting phase, and 
scaling to estimate the effects of tortuosity on the flow of 
the wetting phase for two phase flow. 

Numerical simulations based on tiiere essential 
abstractions that is, the fractal construction of the void 
spaces, cottwrvation of volume of rock and the dona-
nance of the critical neck yield results very similar to 
those observed m laboratory experiments. In particular, 
the relationship between changes in measured (mechanical 
aperture) and void cloture are shown to be non-linear, 
leading to much higher exponents between measured 
aperture and flow than given by the cubic law. We have 
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used a similar approach to derive the relative permeabili
ties of fractures for two-phase flow bat at yet have no 
laboratory data against which to ccenpere these results. 

Though ate simple approach daacribed above hat 

fractures in laboratory experiments, it remains to be esta
blished whether or not it is sufficiently effective and 
robust 10 describe a wider range of laboratory experi
ments and to form the basis for emending this work 10 
die field. Clearly, die latter requires some measurements 
on a field scale of the geometry of the void spaces and 
contact areas between fracture surfaces, fluid flow through 
such fractures, and the effects of aaess or pore pressure 
on flow. Hopefully, it will ultimately be possible Of not 
practical) 10 characterise fractures in ike field in such a 
way as to enable the propsrdei of these fractures to be 
analysed with as simple a model as described. 
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